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A Youthful Member’s Point of View
By Teoh Zhi Lin

On 2 March 2019, I attended the Royal Selangor Golf Club (RSGC)/MNS Night Walk on 

the golf course. It started in the Banquet Hall. Representatives of the Malaysian Nature 

Society (MNS) came to speak about their views and goals for nature.

We walked onto the golf course at around 7pm, a little while before sunset. As we 

followed the path, we saw many herons, most perched on the higher branches of trees. 

We caught a few of them fighting as well. We also saw a few Hadeda Ibis flying around, 

also regular visitors to our grounds.

When the sky turned dark, we began to watch for frogs. We learned to notice them 

by eye shine – a glint of light reflected off their eyes was enough to give their hiding spots 

away. I was shocked at how many frogs there were, especially with a flashlight shone 

onto a large patch of bush. We even got to touch one of the frogs! It was Steven Wong 

who caught it. He was very knowledgeable on the subject of all the night critters we 

encountered and told us loads about every little creature, down to the very last detail. In 

fact, all the experts had the answers to everything we asked about! They weren’t hesitant 

to enlighten us on any other topics either.

I learned to differentiate between damselflies and dragonflies, all thanks to the 

MNS experts. Not only that, I saw water snails (which were very, very cool but slightly 

unsettling) and a sleeping monitor lizard sitting maybe 20ft up in a tree.Timothy Ee fully engrossed in the frog



The Night Walk was a wonderful experience, truly something I wouldn’t get to 

experience often. I learned so much that I would not have gained an 

understanding of otherwise, especially because there would have been no 

way to experience any of this without actually walking out at night into nature. 

The experts were incredibly friendly, and I would definitely recommend it to 

anyone who has never gone for it before. I myself would love to experience it 

again!

This article originally appeared in The Circular, the monthly magazine of the 

Royal Selangor Golf Club (RSGC), and is reproduced with permission.

A Senior Member’s Point of View
By Judith Lee von Nostitz

As a member of both RSGC and MNS since 1985, it was gratifying to realise 

a long-planned joint RSGC/MNS event. The Night Walk had its roots in an 

initial e-mail message/proposal, which I had written in June of last year to 

Sonny Wong and Balu Perumal, who direct the MNS network. From the start, 

Captain Chang See Tum, Ezani Abu Bakar and Ainie Wahid supported this 

project to help widen the appreciation of RSGC, especially among our junior 

membership and those who would like to know more about the unique 

ecosystem we enjoy and share with wildlife. Experiencing and learning about 

the “other side of RSGC” – what goes on when the grounds belong wholly to 

the natural denizens of the night – was very revealing. We have confirmation 

from the MNS that our ecosystem is very healthy! Happily, due to the very 

positive response and high turnout, we are ready to continue this series of 

joint activities.

RSGC has a unique and valuable ecosystem and, last year, RSGC

agreed to support the philanthropic activities of the MNS by acceding to my 

request to donate to them 10% of the book earnings from the RSGC Flora & 

Fauna Notebook. RSGC printed the Notebook, which showcases a collection 

of photos I have taken on RSGC grounds. It is available for purchase at the 

Front Desk.

MNS expert Steven Wong pointing out the characteristics of the green 
paddy frog
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As rain gathered on the dusky horizon, our lively group, which ranged 

from seven to seventies (or thereabouts) gathered in the Banquet Hall. It was 

lovely to see and feel the enthusiasm right across the board. Our partner, 

MNS, brought a strong contingent of 11 experts, including Steven Wong and 

Pasupathy Murugiah, to lead the group. We greatly appreciate their 

participation as they were central to the whole event.

While participants were signing in and enjoying a lovely buffet, I zeroed 

in on Teoh Zhi Lin, who admittedly, after a little coercion on my part (and also 

from her much appreciated mother!), confidently volunteered to be our junior 

wildlife journalist for The Circular magazine. She has done a great job, and 

we will endeavour to count on her special perspective for the magazine! It is 

important that our younger Members make their voices and points of view 

known – The Circular is a prime avenue for their contributions.

Although the daily evening rain began just as we were scheduled to start 

walking, it was light, short and only added atmosphere to the adventure. The 

kids ran ahead with great excitement, asking every few minutes when it was 

going to get dark, while the older Members meandered, chatted and walked 

leisurely while enjoying the fresh air.

One Member expressed his interest in seeing the Hadeda Ibis and, 

luckily, they did oblige with several appearances heralded by their 

characteristically strident “hadeda!” calls.

The Purple Herons were numerous and beautifully elegant as they 

stood at the edge of the ponds, fishing for their last meal of the day. We saw 

kingfishers, an egret and Pond Herons, as well as the usual suspects, the 

rowdy Javan Mynas and crows.

Foraging water monitor lizards swam along the edges of the ponds, 

and we even saw a tree monitor sleeping high on a branch overhanging a 

pond.

As night fell, two different species of nightjars made their distinctive 

calls and swooped around us while feasting on the plentiful insects. The 

frogs and toads were numerous, both on the grass and on the leaves 

hanging over the water. We were told by our MNS experts that this is a very 

good indication that the environment is a healthy one.

Small geckos and spiders were caught in our flashlights to the delight, 

especially, of the rambunctious boys. I might say that the girls were more 

“sophisticated” in their enjoyment!
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MNS expert Steven Wong was a superstar, detecting, catching and 

telling us all sorts of fascinating details about the night creatures. He was 

constantly surrounded by inquiring minds!

I believe those kids (both young and old) slept soundly that night 

after so much stimulating activity and fresh air!

The MNS was really a wonderful partner in this pilot joint adventure. 

Their specialists, with obvious expertise and contagious passion, made the 

trip a wonderful learning experience. I was told that the MNS members 

enjoyed this adventure too as they widened their knowledge of wildlife 

activity right in the heart of Kuala Lumpur.

We plan to continue to explore the RSGC grounds together for the 

benefit of both of our memberships. We only explored a fraction of the 

RSGC grounds on this first trip, so there is potential for many more forays. 

Please stay tuned to join us in our next adventure!

This article originally appeared in The Circular, the monthly magazine of 

the Royal Selangor Golf Club (RSGC), and is reproduced with permission.

Looking for water snails in the pond



CHANGE OF VENUE
Please be informed that our Annual General Meeting (AGM) 

that was planned to be held in Kota Kinabalu, Sabah on 14 

September 2019 (Sat) will be rescheduled to take place in 

Kerteh, Terengganu due to unforeseen circumstances.

Please find the details for the AGM 2019 as follows:

Date: 14 September 2019 (Saturday)

Time: 10.00 am

Venue: ecoCare Centre, Kerteh, Terengganu

Things you can experience this coming September during 

the AGM:

Cherating, Kuantan

- Sg Pandan Waterfall

- See the fireflies

- Snorkeling trip to Snake Island

ecoCare Centre, Kerteh

- Mangrove guided tour

- Ma’Daerah Turtle Sanctuary

- Bird watching

For further enquiries, please contact Ms. Leong Wee Chin at 

03-2287 9422 or email membership@mns.org.my

Regards,

Wee Chin

Membership Unit

Malaysian Nature Society

mailto:membership@mns.org.my


Since the MNS Hornbill Conservation Project began in 2004, MNS

has monitored the seasonal mass movement of the Plain-pouched 

Hornbills and sought to understand the factors that influence their 

‘migration’. In the early years on the project, monitoring efforts were 

limited to only a few days monthly due to constraints in resources. 

The introduction of the MNS Hornbill Volunteer Programme in 2008 

enabled MNS to monitor twice daily flyby populations of the Plain-

pouched Hornbills at Kg Tebang thus help better understand its 

daily and monthly trends. Through this continuous effort, we have 

counted perhaps the highest concentration of hornbills in the world 

to date i.e. over 3,200 individuals in a single count session. And we 

have also seen some very low numbers in some years.

The global distribution of Plain-pouched Hornbills is only 

limited to three countries i.e. Peninsular Malaysia, Thailand and 

Myanmar, with an estimated global population of 7,000 mature 

individuals. Based on these estimates, it is categorised as a 

globally threatened bird or Vulnerable to be precise. It is threatened 

by habitat loss and degradation and hunting/poaching.

Little is still known about their biology, ecology and 

conservation needs. MNS is working together with the Thailand 

Hornbill Project team to address this situation. Meanwhile, both 

parties continue to monitor their movements and locate their 

nesting sites to enable more detailed observations and improve the 

species’ conservation status.

What do we know so far of the Plain-pouched Hornbills?
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In 2008, MNS initiated the first Hornbill Volunteer Programme (HVP) as a form of citizen science with 
the objectives of:

• To conduct intensive daily monitoring of the globally Plain-pouched Hornbills in August and 
September;

• To provide opportunities for MNS members to be involved in hornbill conservation efforts; and

• To foster relationships between MNS members and the Orang Asli communities of BTFC.

Much is still unknown about this hornbill species which underscores the importance of monitoring via 

the HVP. This long-term national effort hopes to address this gap and use the information gathered to 

pursue better conservation measures for hornbills and their forest habitat in BTFC.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF A HVP VOLUNTEER

• Prepare for your respective HVP session by reading and understanding this Information Sheet.

• Arrange your own transport to Pulau Banding and overnight accommodation at Gerik town if 
necessary.

• Assist the MNS HVP Field Coordinator/Manager to count the flyby Plain-pouched Hornbills at 
dawn and dusk daily at fixed count stations.

• Focus, count and report the data as required as accurately as possible.

• Interact with the Kg Chuweh villager(s) through arranged MNS activities and other impromptu 
opportunities to better understand their way of life and challenges living in this forest complex.

• Provide constructive feedback about your HVP participation/experience to the MNS HVP Field 
Coordinator/Manager or MNS Secretariat (if requested).

MNS needsyour support in August and September
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Branch AGM 2019
Branch Date Venue Time

Miri Branch 29 June 2019 (SAT) GCM Miri 9.30am-12pm

Terengganu Branch 3 July 2019 (WEB) Farlay of Univeristi 
Malaysia Terengganu

12.30pm

Kuching Branch 6 July 2019 (SAT) Telang Usan Hotel, 
Ban Hock Road, 
Kuching

2.30pm

Kedah Branch 13 July 2019 (SAT) TBA TBA

Johor Branch 20 July 2019 (SAT) Crystal Crown Hotel 12.30pm

Perak Branch 20 July 2019 (SAT) 70 Jalan Chan Chee 
Keong, Ipoh Garden 
South, 31400 Ipoh

3.30pm

Selangor Branch 27 July 2019 (SAT) MNS Auditorium 2.30pm

Sabah branch 27 July 2019 (SAT) Sabah Golf & Country 
Club (SGCC), Kota 
Kinabalu

2-4pm
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ECO KIDS
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When plastics were first invented around 110 years ago, they were seen as a 
miracle invention. Plastic is lightweight, durable, waterproof, convenient and 
inexpensive. However, our failure to manage plastic usage and waste has resulted 
in an environmental catastrophe. Academics at the University of California, Santa 
Barbara, have calculated that the world’s plastic manufacturers have over the past 
century created 8.3 billion tonnes of plastics, with 2 billion tonnes still in use, and 
6.3 billion tonnes discarded as waste. Of this 6.3 billion tonnes, 79% has gone into 
landfills around the world, 12% has been incinerated, and only 9% is recycled. 

The Dame Ellen MacArthur Foundation believes that 50% of plastic packaging 
could be recycled if the products or after-use systems were better designed, and 
20% of plastics could be addressed by reuse schemes. However, about 30% of 
plastics still need a fundamental rethink to prevent them ending up in landfills 
and oceans. 

As the global backlash against plastic waste grows, industry is leading the way and 
replacing and redesigning single-use products to replace plastics. Here are some 
of the innovations that have caught our attention:

1. Jakarta-based company Evoware (www.evoware.id) is creating seaweed-
based packaging that is available in food-grade and packaging-grade quality. 
Their inventions include seaweed-based seasonings for instant noodles, with 
sachets that break down in hot water. (Photo credits: evoware.id)

2. London-based start-up Skipping Rocks Lab developed the Ooho
(www.notpla.com), seaweed-based edible pouches for liquids that can last for 
a few days. In the past few months, water and beverage-filled Ooho pouches 
have been distributed at events such as marathons and festivals to replace 
conventional plastic bottles and paper or plastic cups. The invention gained 
publicity after they were used during the London Marathon in April 2019, 
reducing plastic waste and cleanup costs. (Photo credits: 
https://www.greenmatters.com/p/ooho-seaweed-water-london-marathon)

ECO KIDS

Compiled and edited by Wong Ee Lynn (wongeelynn@yahoo.com / gl.mnselangor@yahoo.com)

EvowareID

Ooho London Marathon
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3. Rimping Supermarket in Chiangmai, Thailand, created 
waves on social media when it replaced plastic packaging 
in its produce section with banana leaves and secured 
the leaves in place using a piece of bamboo fibre. This 
alternative to plastic packaging is ideal for tropical 
countries such as Malaysia where bananas are widely 
cultivated. (Photo credits: Perfecthomes)

4. The stickers on fruit may not seem like a major 
contributor to plastic waste, but removing it from 
produce can still create huge savings in plastic use. In 
response to consumer demand for less plastics in 
packaging, Dutch fruit and vegetable supplier Nature & 
More and Swedish supermarket ICA joined forces to 
replace sticky labels on produce with a laser mark. 
Dubbed “natural branding”, the technique uses a strong 
light to replace pigment from the skin of produce. The 
mark is invisible once skin is removed and doesn’t affect 
the shelf life or eating quality of the item. (Photo credits: 
http://www.miwa.eu/blog/laser-branding)

5. Bakeys (www.bakeys.com) is an Indian edible cutlery 
manufacturing startup based in Hyderabad. In 2016, they 
launched their range of edible cutlery made of rice, 
wheat, and sorghum flour to replace the large quantities 
of disposable plastic utensils being thrown out daily. 
(Photo credits: 
https://www.indianeagle.com/travelbeats/narayana-
peesapatys-edible-spoons-invention-story/) 

Rimping Supermarket

Nature & More ICA
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6. Saltwater Brewery (https://saltwaterbrewery.com) 
invented ocean-friendly Eco Six Pack Rings for their 
canned beverages. The rings are compostable and 
made of plant-based ingredients that could 
provide food for turtles and other marine animals. 
(Photo credits: https://wellinsiders.com/new-
biodegradable-six-pack-rings-feed-marine-life-
instead-of-harming-them/) 

7. The Delta team from the United Kingdom won the 
Circular Design Challenge by redesigning sachets 
to allow restaurants and the hospitality industry to 
serve sauces in edible and compostable seaweed-
based sachets. The sachet has a shape that allows 
for easy handling and stacking into secondary 
packaging, and can have varied thickness and 
number of layers depending on its purpose. The 
innovative business model created a service 
solution in the form of a machine that produces 
the packaging and fills it with the desired content, 
whether ketchup for a fast food restaurant or 
shampoo for a hotelier, thus avoiding the problem 
of short shelf life. (Photo credits: 
https://challenges.openideo.com/challenge/circul
ar-design/top-ideas/delta)

Saltwater Brewery

Delta Sachet
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All events times and venues are correct at time of printing. For latest updates, contact the Special Interest Group or check the MNS  
website regularly. Booking priority will be given to the organizing branch‘s members unless stated otherwise

Calendar of Activities

2019 SBBG Get Together & Sharing 
Session with Dr Ong Kang Woei

Date : 29th June 2019
Time: 12pm – 2pm
Venue: MNS HQ Auditorium, JKR 641 Jalan
Kelantan, Bukit Persekutuan, 50480 Kuala 
Lumpur

It is another end of term for MNS Selangor Branch Bird 
Group and we are inviting everybody; birders and non-
birders to our get together. Come and meet up with fellow 
birders or make some new friends that share interests in 
birds. Learn more about SBBG activities and have some 
friendly chat over light lunch.

A friend of SBBG, Dr Ong Kang Woei will be having a 
sharing session about his exciting and adventurous 
experience volunteering with Committee Against Bird 
Slaughter (CABS) Society in their Autumn Camps at 
Cyprus, Italy and Spain. CABS is an action and operational 
society, founded in 1975 and it has been actively 
organising operation against illegal birds trapping or 
shooting in European countries since then. Through 
cooperation with the responsible police, forest or customs 
authorities, they intervene in particular where bird 
trappers, hunters or animal traders commit offences 
against current nature protection legislation in Europe.

An RSVP on our Facebook event page is very much 
appreciated so that we can estimate the number of 
guests. Thank you and see you there.
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All events times and venues are correct at time of printing. For latest updates, contact the Special Interest Group or check the MNS  
website regularly. Booking priority will be given to the organizing branch‘s members unless stated otherwise

Calendar of Activities

Turtle Volunteer Programme
By MNS Selangor Marine & Green Living SIG

Date: Saturday, 3 August 2019 to Sunday, 4 August 2019. 
Time: 2.00 p.m. on Saturday, 3 Aug 2019 – 1.00 p.m. Sunday, 4 
August 2019. 
Meeting point: Rimbun Dahan Turtle Hatchery, 26080 Balok, 
Pahang. 

It’s time to get hands-on about turtle and terrapin conservation and healthy 
oceans! This programme is a collaboration between MNS Selangor’s Marine and 
Green Living SIGs, MNS Pahang Branch, and the Turtle Conservation Society of 
Malaysia (TCSM).

Cost per person: RM220, excluding meals (except where indicated) and transport 
costs. Includes: Donations to TCSM and Rimbun Dahan Turtle Hatchery, 
vegetarian dinner at Rimbun Dahan on Saturday, turtle watching at night, 1 
night’s accommodation, vegetarian lunch at TCSM on Sunday, and MNS Group 
Insurance. 18

Transportation will be by carpooling. Kindly indicate during 
registration if you need or can offer transportation. 

Itinerary:

Saturday, 3 August 2019:

2.00 p.m. Meet at the Rimbun Dahan Turtle Hatchery for a 
talk on sea turtles and conservation efforts.
2.30 – 4.30 p.m. Hatchery cleanup, nest excavation, painting 
signage at the hatchery. 
4.30 – 5.00 p.m. Tea break.
5.30 – 6.30 p.m. Beach cleanup and rubbish audit.
6.30 – 7. 30 p.m. Turtle hatchling release.
7.30 – 8.30 p.m. Vegetarian dinner catered from villagers. 
9.30 p.m. onwards (optional): Turtle nesting observation. 

Sunday, 4 August:

8.00 a.m. –Meet at the TCSM river terrapin centre in Kg. Pasir
Gajah for a talk on terrapins and a tour of the gallery. Clean 
terrapin ponds. River and site cleanup. Option to purchase 
merchandise or do a symbolic terrapin adoption for RM35.
11.30 a.m. – Vegetarian lunch catered from villagers and 
served at TCSM.
1.00 p.m. – Event officially ends. 

Open only to those with valid MNS memberships and 
limited to 30 participants. 

To register, please fill in the google doc in the link: 
https://forms.gle/MkLm4avjKpyvih3y5

Contact Ee Lynn at wongeelynn@yahoo.com or Whei Li at 
tanwheili@gmail.com for inquiries or in the event of 
complications. 

mailto:wongeelynn@yahoo.com
mailto:tanwheili@gmail.com
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‘BIOVIVA THE GAME’

23

What more this new version?! A multi award winning game since inception is now available to Malaysians. For further details, you can connect 
with us via: M: +6010 280 8859 (WhatsApp or Telegram) E: wecare@littlepacha.com W: www.littlepacha.com FB Page: 
https://www.facebook.com/Little-Pacha-121193968052250/

Our previous testimonial from a MNS member 
in 2014 includes:
"BioViva is a board game which challenges your 
ability to strategise and your knowledge of 
geography, history, science and natural history. 
To call it "educational" would be an 
understatement -- it was highly instructive and 
informative even for an adult like me with many 
years of experience in environmental activism. 

The Environmental Trivia cards are excellent for 
use not only with the board game but also for 
quizzes and competitions. Be prepared to 
absorb a lot of useful and fascinating 
information. Recommended for teens and 
adults. Each round takes an average of 1 to 1.5 
hours to play.“

By: Wong Ee Lynn Coordinator, Green Living SIG & EcoKids
Malaysian Nature Society

WE WELCOME THE NEW GENERATION ‘BIOVIVA THE GAME’ TO 
MALAYSIA! Our first game, Bioviva The Game, a classic that has 
sold 200,000 copies, is now reimagined and improved for the 
21st century! An unforgettable family game that mixes unusual 
question-answer pairs about Nature and comes with new fun 
challenges! This game recently won the Etoiles Du Jouet 2018 
Award amongst many more. 



MOUNTAIN GOAL ADVENTURE CONSULTANT (742912-V)

Website: http://www.mymountaingoal.com E-mail: goalus@mymountaingoal.com

Everest Base Camp via Gokyo Lake

5/10/2019 to 18/10/2019 (16D15N)

Contact: Thong at H/P +6016-6375622 WhatsApp, WeChat & Viber 
Office: 03-40248896     Email: goalus@mymountaingoal.com

The Maliau Basin is one of the most 

spectacular and pristine natural 

features in Malaysia, and indeed, 

Southeast Asia. The Maliau Basin is 

almost unvisited and completely 
uninhabited by man. 

While all of this region is rugged, 

remote and forested, the Maliau

Basin is distinguished by its steep 

slopes up to 1,500m in height, 

making it insurmountable on foot 

from most directions. The size of the 

enclosed Basin is 390 sq. km with a 

maximum diameter of 25km. The 

highest point Mt. Lotung, on the 

north rim stands at 1900m. It is 

drained by a set of radiating 

tributaries of the Maliau River, one 

of which descends a series of 

waterfalls, known as the Maliau
Falls.

For more information please sign 

in:-

http://www.mymountaingoal.com/
maliaubasin.htm

Experience the culture of the Sherpas in route to Khumbu village.
Enjoy a climb to the scintillating Kalapattar 5,545m. /18190ft, one of the most 
spectacular vantage points in the Everest region.

Explore enchanting views of Everest, Pumori, Ama Dablam, Nuptse, Lhotse, 
Makalu and many other towering peaks.

Two free training trips will provided for the Everest Base Camp trip.

Further info please sign in: www.mymountaingoal.com/everest kalapattar.htm

24

Maliau Basin “Lost World of Sabah,borneo” - 5 days 

4 nights trek from 24/08/2019 to 28/08/2019

http://www.mymountaingoal.com/
mailto:goalus@mymountaingoal.com
http://www.mymountaingoal.com/maliaubasin.htm
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BRANCH COMMITTEE  2017-2019

JOHOR BRANCH
https://www.facebook.com/
MalaysianNatureSocietyJohor/
Chair              Abbott Chong Ching Hua

abbott_chong@yahoo.com
Vice Chair     Moses Wong Choo Hooi

junglemania64@yahoo.com
Secretary      Belinda Wong Mei Lang

belinda@bellogistics.com

KEDAH BRANCH
3 Jalan Timor 1, Kawasan Perusahaan 
Mergong Barrage, 05150 Alor Setar, Kedah
Chair               Left. Kol Husamuddin bin 

Yaacob ; husaya@gmail.com
Vice Chair      Mohamad Yani Madewnus

madew75@gmail.com
Secretary       Phang Fatt Khow

fkphang05@yahoo.com

KELANTAN BRANCH
204, Jln Sultan Yahya Petra, 15150 Kota
Bharu, Kelantan. meklawa@gmail.com
Chair              Amir Hamzah B Abdul Shukor

amir7711@gmail.com
Vice Chair     Zulhazman Hamzah

zulhazman@umk.edu.my
Secretary      Nazahatul Anis Amaludin

anisamaludin@gmail.com

LANGKAWI BRANCH
mnslangkawi@yahoogroups.com
Chair               Borhan Hamid

brobob@ymail.com
Vice Chair      Dato’ Alexander Issac

alex@tropicalcharters.com.my

Secretary       Daisy Jeyarani A/P Samuel
daisy_samuel_2005@yahoo
.com

NEGERI SEMBILAN/ MELAKA BRANCH
Chair              Lee Seng Hong

leesenghong88@gmail.com
Vice Chair      
Secretary       June Teng

MNS.N9Melaka@gmail.com

PAHANG BRANCH
mnsphg@yahoo.com.sg
Chair             Noor Jehan Bt Abu Bakar

versed_anggerik@yahoo.com
Vice Chair      Chin Wai Fatt

chinwaifatt@yahoo.com
Secretary       Chow Mee Foong

chowmeefoong@yahoo.com

PENANG BRANCH
Nature Information Centre (NIC),
673-B Jalan Kebun Bunga,
10350 Penang.   Tel: 04-2273673
Open Mon-Sat, 7.30am-11.30am (Call 
before visiting)
https://www.facebook.com/
malaysiannaturalsociety/
Email: mnspenang@yahoo.com
Chair              Tan Choo Eng

chooengtan@yahoo.com
Vice Chair     Tajul Arosh Baroky

tajul_ab@yahoo.com
Secretary      Tan Pek Tao, Peggy

tpeggypeach33@yahoo.com

DIRECTORY   

PERAK BRANCH
70 Jln Chan Chee Keong, Ipoh Garden 
South, 31400 Ipoh, Perak
mnsperak@gmail.com
Blog: mnsperak@yahoogroups.com
Chair              Zaharil Dzulkafly

zaharil_tbp@hotmail.com
Secretary      Georgia Tham Yim Fong

georgi8tham@yahoo.com

SABAH (KOTA KINABALU) BRANCH
Chair              Anna Wong

annawg888@gmail.com
Vice Chair     Jimmy Omar

jemyomar@gmail.com
Secretary      Nur Syamimi Makbul

mimimakbul@yahoo.com

SABAH (SANDAKAN) BRANCH
Chair              Hatta B Yunus@Sawabi

hattasawabi@gmail.com
Vice-Chair     Ooi Chin Hock

ooichinhock@gmail.com
Secretary      Chong Ket Vui Dusun

dusun_chong@yahoo.com

SARAWAK (KUCHING) BRANCH
mnskuching@gmail.com
Chair                Rose Au Nyat Jun

anyatjun@yahoo.com
Vice Chair       Johan Roslan

kaboy71@gmail.com
Secretary        Audrey Dominic Neng

audreyneng@gmail.com

SARAWAK (MIRI) BRANCH
mnsmiri@yahoo.com
Blog: mnsmiri.blogspot.com
Chair                 Musa Musbah

sammua@yahoo.com
Vice Chair        --
Secretary         Achmed Azizie B Marzuki

achmedazizie@hotmail.com

SELANGOR BRANCH
c/o MNS HQ address
https://www.facebook.com/mnsselangor
branch
mns.selangor.branch@gmail.com
Chair           Pasupathy Jayaraj

pasupathy_jayaraj@yahoo.com
Vice Chair       Wong Ee Lynn

wongeelynn@yahoo.com
Secretary        Grace Chin Haw Yiing

gracehychin@gmail.com

TERENGGANU BRANCH
1926 Bukit Kubang Jambu,
20050 Kuala Terengganu, Terengganu
mnsterengganu@gmail.com
Chair               Wong Chee Ho

cheeho04@live.com
Vice Chair      Prof Sulong bin Ibrahim

sulong@umt.edu.my
Secretary        Dr Chong Ju Lian

julianchong78@gmail.com

MNS HQ
JKR 641, Jalan Kelantan,
Bukit Persekutuan, 50480 Kuala Lumpur
(just before the Seri Perdana turn-off on
Jalan Mahameru)
Open: Mondays – Fridays  9 am–5:30 pm
T: 03-2287 9422     F: 03-2287 8773
mns@mns.org.my www.mns.my
Membership:      Leong Wee Chin
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PENCINTA ALAM is a monthly newsletter made 
possible by dedicated volunteers and contributors 
from the Malaysian Nature Society. Accuracy is the 
contributor’s responsibility. The Editor reserves the 
right to edit for length and content.

Submissions: Articles including the author and photographers’ names (max. 
800 words), advertisements, digital images (100 dpi & no larger than 640 x 
480 pixels & separately from the article), etc. must reach the Editor by the 
13th of each month (unless noted otherwise) via the following 
e-mail address: tapir2005@gmail.com.

Advertising rates:
Classifieds            : RM5 per column inch
Quarter page ad : RM30 
Half page ad        : RM60

Payments:
-All payments must be made to ‘Malaysian Nature Society Selangor Branch’. 
-Please bank in cash or cheque to Maybank MBB account no 014150307352. 
-After banking in, please scan the slip and e-mail it with your advertisement         

to tapir2005@gmail.com and berniechin118@yahoo.com.

Discount rate for ads paid in advance:
3 adverts paid in advance    – 5% off published rate;
6 adverts paid in advance    – 10% off published rate;
9 adverts paid in advance    – 15% off published rate;
12 adverts paid in advance  – 20% off published rate.

Computer Recycling Collection Centre
The MNS Penang, Nature Information Centre (NIC) is a 
designated recycling collection centre for old computers 
and computer parts by the Penang City Council. 
Please send your unwanted computers and parts to the 
NIC to be sent for recycling by DOE approved recycling 
establishment. 
Contact Kanda at 013-4537992 for more information or 
check out Penang Branch web pages.
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